#GUYTALK
For co-workers
Download the instruction sheet on guytalk.se before you get started.

“If you were a guy and part of the management team, the CEO
refused to let you leave early. There was no such thing as ‘going
home to take care of the kids’ - as a guy you were expected to drink
until you couldn’t stand up straight. Female co-workers, on the
other hand, got sent home to their families because they weren’t
considered to be as ‘fun’ to party with.”

Ego
Warm up statements - answer YES/NO:
I tend to take up too much space in conversation with others.
I often have a hard time admitting when I’ve made a mistake.
I’m just as good at receiving negative feedback as I am at receiving
positive feedback.
I feel stressed when other people around me do well.

Questions
Are there expectations on how a man “should be” at work? Have you ever
felt you don’t live up to those expectations?
How much of your self worth do you base on your work performances on?
For example; does your self esteem in general get affected if you face any
setback at work?
Do you ever hide your mistakes or failures to maintain your status? If yes;
does this behaviour cause any trouble for you or your workspace?
Do you compete with and/or compare yourself to your colleagues? How
and why?
Do you feel envy towards your co-workers in certain situations? Why?
What does it feel like and how do you handle that feeling?
How do you handle criticism? How does it feel if a co-worker questions
you, something you’ve said or done in front of others?

Possible follow-up question: Does it matter who questions you?
How does it feel if you have to apologize to someone else?

Fragility
Warm up statements - answer YES/NO:
I’ve felt stressed out by work without talking to anyone about it.
I often mask my feelings or soften difficult topics by joking about or laughing
at them.
I can show myself vulnerable or emotional in front of my co-workers.
My co-workers feel comfortable being vulnerable or emotional in front of me.

Questions:
Do you easily get angry or annoyed?

Possible follow-up question: Are there times when you’ve regretted being
angry or annoyed in a work-related situation? How do you wish you had
reacted?
Has someone ever gotten angry or annoyed with you at work? Why?

Possible follow-up question: How did you feel about that? How did you react?
Have you ever cried over - or at - work? Please share what happened.
Have you ever noticed a colleague being sad or down? What did you do? How
did that make you feel?
How do you display your mood to your co-workers? What kind of support do
you expect from them?

Possible follow-up question: How can you make sure that your co-workers
feel comfortable being open with what they feel?
Are you comfortable seeking support from or talking with your co-workers
when you’re not feeling well or need help?

Possible follow-up question: How do you react when a colleague is sad and
need support of any kind?

Relationships at work
Warm up statements - answer YES/NO
I can ask co-workers for non-work related advice.
I talk about the same things with my male colleagues as with my nonmale colleagues.
My co-workers probably think they know me.
As a guy, you are expected to talk about and be interested in certain things
during coffee breaks and lunch hours.
Questions
When was the last time you asked a male co-worker about how he was for real? That is, used the expression “how are you” as more than just a
standard phrase.
How do you and your male co-workers react when someone tries to talk
about something difficult or sensitive?
Do you and your male co-workers ever act or talk in a way that make
others feel unwelcome?

Possible follow-up question: what can you do to change that?
Can you tell your colleagues if you’re frustrated or disappointed with
them?
If a co-worker’s behaviour or health worries you - would you be
comfortable with talking to him/her about it?

Jargon
Warm up statements - answer YES/NO
All of my colleagues feel comfortable during work gatherings or company
parties.
I contribute to maintain a nice and respectful atmosphere at work.
New employees or visitors have a hard time understanding our jokes or certain
slang that’s used in our work space.
It’s clear what’s okay or not okay to joke about at my place of work.

Questions
Do you change the way you speak when you’re in an all male environment?
How?

Possible follow up-question: Do you change the way you speak when you are in a
group or in a situation where there’s no men at all? How?
Do you ever go along with a certain type of talk/jargon that you personally don’t
think is okay? Why?
How do you think a new employee would feel about the internal use of language
at your place of work?

Possible follow up-question: What can you do to create and maintain a nice,
inclusive and respectful language?
Why do you think there’s so many workplaces that struggle with avoiding
excluding or sexist language?
Have you ever seen or heard a co-worker do or say something that you
considered unacceptable, without intervening? How do you think about that
today?

Possible follow up-question: Do you wish you had intervened? If so; do you have
any suggestions on what you could have done?

Avoidance
Warm up statements - answer YES/NO:
I’ve been told by someone who I’m close to that I spend too much time at work or
on a hobby.
I’ve talked to a co-worker that seemed down or behaved in a destructive way.
I tend to postpone things that I find difficult/tough at home or at work instead of
dealing with them straight away.
I tend to eat, work, party, gamble or work out more than usual when I’m worried
about something.

Questions
Sometimes we don’t act rationally when we’re feeling down; instead of
confronting our problems, we avoid them by doing something else. Can you
identify some of the ways you may avoid your problems? Is there a risk they
might affect your performance at work? Do you ever use work as a means to
avoid something else?
What are the consequences when you avoid your problems, instead of dealing
with them? If you, for example, work too much when you’re feeling bad - how
does that affect people who are close to you?
If you suspect a male colleague of being in trouble due to, for example, excessive
drinking, work or a hobby etc - what do you do? Do you talk to him?
It’s important to sometimes take a break from everyday struggles, to save up
some energy. However, methods for recovering (such as working out, playing
video games or watching tv) can instead easily turn into a means of avoidance.
How do you ensure that you’re taking healthy breaks without falling into a
pattern of avoidance?

Sexual harassment at work
Warm up statements - answer YES/NO
I know what counts as sexual harassment.
Everyone at my workplace knows what counts as sexual harassment.
I can intervene if one of my colleagues treats someone else in an intrusive
or offensive way.
If sexual harassment or any other type of offensive behaviour were to be
discovered at my workplace, those responsible would be held accountable
by their actions.

Questions
What do you think might be a situation where you’re crossing someone’s
line by flirting with them?

Possible follow up-question: How can you tell if someone is consenting to
your romantic/sexual advances?
If you notice a co-worker coming on to or flirting with a non-consenting
co-worker - what do you do?
Possible follow up-question: Do you think it might be easier to oversee
this kind of behaviour or view it as “someone else's problem” because
people fear it might turn into a big thing?
What can you do to prevent sexual harassment at your workplace, aside
from the obvious of not sexually harassing others?
Formal responsibility is one thing, but who has the informal responsibility
of preventing sexual harassment at your workplace?

Possible follow up-question: What do you do if a superior or boss uses
sexist language or sexually assaults someone at your place of work.

